NASA Authorization Act of 2013

Wednesday, June 19, 2013
10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
2318 Rayburn House Office Building

Purpose

The purpose of the hearing is to review a discussion draft of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Authorization Act of 2013.

Witness

- Dr. Steven M. Squyres, Goldwin Smith Professor of Astronomy, Cornell University
- Mr. A. Thomas Young, Executive Vice President (retired), Lockheed Martin Corporation

Background

Congress has provided consistent guidance to the Administration through consecutive NASA Authorization Acts, most recently in 2010. That Act (P.L. 111-267) authorized NASA for three years. As the expiration of that authorization nears, the Committee will consider the priorities, funding levels, and authorities granted to NASA contained in the draft legislation.

Attachments

- One Page Summary
- Section by Section
- Discussion Draft